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Abstract 

 

A dynamic model of vibration screen for cement industry is established in order investigate the working performance of the 

system. In order to acquire result 3D model of vibration screen is created using solid works 2012. In modelling for simplicity 

whole mass of vibration screen is considered as equivalent mass which is supported by four spring. Simulated model is used in 

Ansys Workbench 14 for analysis of system. In analysis modal analysis used to find natural frequency of system. Modal analysis 

is the process of determining inherent dynamic characteristics of system in form of natural frequency, damping factors and mode 

shape and using them to formulate mathematical model for its dynamic behaviour.  The formulated mathematical mode is 

referred to as modal model of the system and the information for the characteristics is known as modal data. The dynamics of a 

structure are physically decomposed by frequency and position. This is clearly evidenced by the analytical solution of partial 

differential equations of continuous systems such as beams and strings. Modal analysis is based upon the fact that the vibration 

response of a linear time-invariant dynamic system can be expressed as the linear combination of a set of simple harmonic 

motions called the natural modes of vibration.         
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vibration screen is often used for scattered materials in most areas of mining, metallurgy, building materials, food, medicine, 

chemical industry, energy, and environment . Screening or sieving is widely used in industry as a unit operation for large-scale 

separation of particles, and the application fields include traditional mineral, metallurgical sectors, food sorting and infrastructure 

construction. The working performance of vibrating screen directly affects the economic benefit and production safety of 

enterprises. Sieving and screening are widely used in industry as a unit operation for large-scale separation of particles according 

to size and in the laboratory as a tool for the analysis of particle size distribution, usually at a small scale . Sieving is one of the 

oldest and most widely employed physical size separation methods. 

In the past two decades, modal analysis has become a major technology in the quest for determining, improving and 

optimizing dynamic characteristics of engineering structures. Not only has it been recognized in mechanical and aeronautical 

engineering, but modal analysis has also discovered profound applications for civil and building structures, biomechanical 

problems, space structures, acoustical instruments, transportation and nuclear plants. To appreciate its significance in the modern 

engineering arena and its potential for future science and technology, it is appropriate to capture some of the background facts 

which will help to underline this unique technology. Contemporary design of complex mechanical, aeronautical or civil 

structures requires them to become increasingly lighter, more flexible and yet strong. For instance, resources have been devoted 

by car manufacturers to achieve microscopic reductions of product body weight. Aerospace structures such as satellite antennas 

do deserve weight reduction of every possible gram in order to minimize their inertial property during operation in space. These 

stringent demands on contemporary structures often made them more susceptible to unwanted vibrations. Another relevant fact 

in modern life is the increasing demands of safety and reliability upon contemporary structures either defined by government 

regulations or accrued by consumers. These demands have created new challenges to the scientific understanding of engineering 

structures. Where the vibration of a structure is of concern, the challenge lies on better understanding its dynamic properties 

using analytical, numerical or experimental means, or a combination of them. As the significance of dynamic behave zour of 

engineering structures is better appreciated, it becomes important to design them with proper consideration of dynamics. Finite 

element analysis as a computer modelling approach has provided engineers with a versatile design tool, especially when dynamic 

properties need to be perused. This numerical analysis requires rigorous theoretical guidance to ascertain meaningful outcomes 

in relation to structural dynamics. Screen-penetrating schematic of a single material particle invested to screen surface was 

proposed by Gaudin and Taggart .Basedon their researches, a moreprecise formula of screen-penetrating probability for a single 

particle was carried out by Mogensen, and a mathematical model of screening was set up by Brereton and Dymott . The 

distribution equation of the materials under screen surface was derived by Schultz and Tppin. Weibullmodel also was adopted 

for describing the screen-penetrating probability along the length of screen surface by Zhao. Taking the effect of particles type 

by Mishra and Mehrotra into consideration, the screening process of material was simulated by discrete element method (DEM). 

Cleary et researched the vibration screen working process using 3D DEM software and obtained the effects of particles type and 

accelerated velocity on materials movement and vibration screen screening effectiveness. Many Chinese scholars also took the 

discrete element method into the application of researching vibration screening performance and the materials movement on the 

screen surface and got a vast number of valuable results which had produced immeasurable benefits in manufacturing processes . 

Considering the undesirability behaviors and low screening efficiencies of normal vibration screens, a new complex-locus 
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vibration screen was designed by Gu and Zhang, and an ideal movement style of screen surface was also proposed .In this paper 

study of modal analysis of vibration screen is carried out to find natural frequency of vibration screen. 

II. MATHEMATICS FOR MODAL ANALYSIS 

Modal analysis relies on mathematics to establish theoretical models for a dynamic system and to analyse data in various forms. 

The mathematics involved is wide ranging, partly because modal analysis involves both time domain and frequency domain 

analysis. It deals with discretized dynamic systems and continuous structures. The analytical and numerical study carried out 

extends to curve fitting, matrix manipulation, statistical analysis, parameter identification and more. As a result, necessary 

mathematical preparation is essential. Instead of leaving the reader to obtain the knowledge every time when the needs arise, this 

chapter provides the mathematics to be used in this book. Matrix theory plays a pivotal role in modal analysis. This is because 

modal analysis theory is largely based on the analysis of a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDoF) dynamic system which relies 

essentially on matrix theory. The main matrix analyses involved are the solution of linear equations, matrix inverse and 

eigenvalue problems. More specific topics such as matrix derivatives are also used in modal analysis and its applications. The 

Fourier transform is fundamental to the signal processing in modal analysis. It is customary to believe that the Fast Fourier 

Transform is the landmark for the development of modal analysis technology. Without it, modal analysis would still remain as an 

academic and analytical venture. During its course of evolution, modal analysis has been nourished by modern control theory. 

This is not surprising, as the subjects of control theory are systems while modal analysis deals with dynamic systems. The 

common theme of system identification enables modal analysis to adopt a number of useful techniques from modern control 

theory. Among them are state–space theory, Laplace transform, time series analysis and Hilbert transform. 

 Mathematical Modelling A.

 
Fig. 1: Dynamic Model of Vibration Screen 

In order to establish generalized model, the support stiffness need to be tranformed to O0X0Y0 coordinate. According to the 

position of assembly, stiffness of each spring in X and Y direction can be represented as: 

Kx=Ksy Sinα + KsxCosα 

Ky= KsyCosα + KsxSinα 

The relative deformation of each spring in O0X0Y0 coordinate is given as: 

 xl=x + lsl-lslCos 

 xr=x + lsr-lsrCos 

 yl=y + lslSin 

 y=y - lsrSin 

where δij (i=x,y; j=l,r) means the deformation of each spring in X direction or Y direction. According to the Newton Second 

Law, the differential equations of motion for eccentric exciter 1 can be derived as: 

m1 ̈ + KbxX1=me
2
cost 

m1 ̈ + KbyY1=me
2
sint 

J̈ + m1̈ e
2 
+ (1-3)Kz=Tin 

where kz is the torsional stiffness of link, and Tin means the input torque. The eccentric distance of mass is represented by e. 

Similarly, the equations of exciter 3 are given as: 
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m3 ̈ + KbxX3=me
2
cost 

m3 ̈ + KbyY3=me
2
sint 

J̈3 + m3̈ e
2 
+ (3-1)Kz=0 

For Screen box: 

m0 ̈0+2Kxxl+2Kxx r - Kby (Y1+Y2)cos=0 

m0 ̈0+2Kyyl + 2Kyyr  - Kby (Y1+Y2)sin=0 

J0 ̈-2Kxxll+2Kyyr-2Kxxrl-2Kyyrlsr-Kbyy1l01+ Kbyy2l02=0 

III. FEA MODEL FOR VIBRATION SCREEN 

Model of vibration screen can be reduced to equivalent model by converting stiffness of spring and whole mass of screen 

reduced to equivalent mass system. 

 Mass of vibration screen 

 Material for vibration screen 

 Stiffness of spring 

 Material for spring 

 
Fig. 2: Simulated model of vibration screen in Ansys Workbench 

 FEA Model of vibration screen in Ansys A.

 
Fig. 3: FEA Model of vibration screen inAnsys 
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IV. RESULT 

 Mode shapes For Vibration Screen A.

 
Fig. 4: first mode of vibration 

 
Fig. 5: Third mode of vibration 

 
Fig. 6: 8th mode of vibration 
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Fig. 7: 9th mode of vibration  

 Modal Frequency Graph B.

 
Fig. 8: Modal frequency graph 

 Frequency for Different Mode Shape C.
Mode Frequency [Hz] 

1. 0.22449 

2. 0.22495 

3. 0.40572 

4. 2.309 

5. 2.7546 

6. 6.6332 

7. 6.6333 

8. 6.6352 

9. 6.6398 

10. 6.6607 

V. CONCLUSION 

With the help of modal analysis it is easy to find the mode shapes for particular system by considering its total mass as 

equivalent mass and total spring stiffness as equivalent spring stiffness. 
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